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INTRODUCTION

Every IT organization is curious whether the performance delivered meets the goals and expectations which
had been set in advance. We regularly receive questions about this from the business and development
teams themselves. For example, they want to measure
the productivity of software development to monitor
KPIs. Or to gain insight and to determine a direction for
the priorities to be set, to take measures or to put impediments on the management’s agenda.
But what is productivity? Is someone who starts his
office job every day at 6 a.m. and switches off the lights
at 6 p.m. more productive than a colleague who enters
at 9 a.m. and leaves at 4 p.m.? Maybe so, but it’s not
just about the hours that are put in, but also what is
produced during these hours. For many organizations,
the output is much more important than the input! A
modern trend is to shorten the working week, whereby
the input becomes less (4 working days instead of 5
days a week) and the delivered output remains at least
the same.
In the economy, productivity is the relationship between
efficiency and effectiveness with which an organization
or an entire economy can convert production resources
(sacrifices) into results. Productivity is a key figure that
clarifies the relationship between efforts and results.
The universal definition is output divided by the input.
In software development, for example, this is an X num-
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ber of units of output produced divided by a Y number
of hours of effort.
In many industries, this is one of the most important
metrics to measure. In IT, however, people usually do
not know how the productivity of software development, management or DevOps teams can be measured
objectively and in a standardized way. People often
want it, but don’t know how. The reason for this is that
it is often relatively easy to measure the input of the
teams (the hours spent on the different activities), but it
is considered difficult to measure the output of software
development in a standardized, objective way. The output of software development teams should preferably
be “Business Value”. But what is Business Value, and how
do you measure it?
Business Value is an elusive concept. For example, Mark
Schwartz, a leading American CIO, stated in his presentation on “IT Leadership: What Does it Mean to Deliver
Business Value?” That he wanted to get rid of the 20%
least profitable customers. He wanted to do this by
giving that group less functionality so that they would
switch to the competitor. He called that a legitimate
business strategy. This strategy would not be followed
quickly by a product owner. This is an extreme case, but
it does indicate that functionality (more or less) is an
important indicator of Business Value!
Metri is an expert in the field of measuring and benchmarking productivity: delivering as much Business Value
(output) in as few hours as possible (input), but with
sufficient quality so that the user does not drop out due
to lack of non-functional requirements (security, efficiency, usability, etc.).

Harold van Heeringen, a Principal Consultant at Metri,
states:

“Measuring Business Value is
the holy grail in the market.
However, this is not possible
in practice, because there
are too many aspects that
are part of Business Value.
Functionality, if properly
prioritized and compliant
with all non-functional
requirements, is a good proxy
for Business Value. With this
approach, Metri comes very
close to that “holy grail”.”

In this white paper, we want to share our vision with you
on measuring the productivity of software development
teams, focusing in particular on those working with an
agile methodology.
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table, as this is determined by the number of people
and the costs of these people. However, the variable
is the scope: the output (features) that is supplied. See
also the figure below.
This means that the difficulty lies in estimating the
amount of functionality that is ready at time X and
against what quality. For example, if a ‘Minimum Viable
Product’ has to be ready in exactly 6 months, for example, because it is linked to a large marketing campaign,
it becomes important to estimate whether the functionality that the MVP must contain can be delivered with
the intended team within the specified lead time.

THE MARKET

In recent years, many organizations have switched
from a waterfall method to an agile method of software
development, mostly Scrum. A lot of power is given to
the teams that can decide on many things that were
previously decided at a management level. Scrum is
a method with many advantages, but also some very
important disadvantages.
For example, professional Cost Estimation techniques
are often missing and there is often no steering wheel
present on team performance. This is important because one of the pillars of the Agile Manifesto is “Responding to change over Following a plan. This gives many
product owners and teams more or less the opportunity
to continuously experiment without having to think
carefully about what needs to be delivered. For example, it often happens that the same feature is built and
adjusted 3 or even more times. As a result, if the budget
is consumed, only a portion of the desired product is
ready. And this part also often does not meet all the
necessary functional and non-functional requirements.
This is a pitfall that Metri encounters in many places. It is
not without reason that many CxOs are dissatisfied with
the lack of control over their agile teams in their organization. They do not know when what functionality will
be ready and against what cost. And certainly, if external
teams are used, who are not used to taking ownership
of the application and usually work based on Time &
Material, there is no intrinsic drive to improve performance. It is important to realize that within Agile development methodologies the costs are relatively predic-
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Only by using professional ‘Software Cost Estimation’
techniques, preferably estimated by certified Software
Cost Estimators, one can get a realistic picture of the
product that is ready when the intended number of
sprints and budget are spent. Metri delivers Software
Cost Estimation services that provide organizations with
certainty on issues such like: how large is the product
to be developed in a standardized sizing unit, the expected productivity and quality, the number of sprints
required, the number of teams and the team size and
the required expertise in the teams. In addition to professional estimation of a project, it is of great importance to measure productivity during development, so that
adjustments can be made quickly if necessary.

Metri believes that a portfolio approach is a necessary
requirement when introducing an Agile method into
organizations. Only by keeping an overview of the
entire portfolio it will be possible to keep grip and make
the right choices. It is often not advisable to use agile
methodologies in all teams within the IT organization.
Metri director Sergej Berendsen recently presented at
the International Workshop on Software Measurement
(IWSM, Haarlem 2019) that, depending on where an application is in the life cycle, plotted on the 4 quadrants
of the BCG Matrix (Question mark, Star, Cash Cow, Dog)
a different approach is most effective. For example, an
agile approach is very suitable for applications that can
be classified as a Question mark or Star, but this is not
immediately obvious for cash cows and dogs, where
reducing management costs is particularly important. In
many cases, however, organizations choose to integrate
an ‘Agile way of working’ integrally into an organization.
To ensure that the teams keep improving, it is certainly
important to continue to monitor the performance of
those teams.
The Metri IT Benchmarking and Software Cost Estimation services are explained in other white papers, this
paper further considers measuring the productivity and
the delivered quality of (agile) software development
teams. First, we go deeper into measuring the output of
agile teams.
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STORY POINT VS
FUNCTION POINT
With agile working the popularity of the use of story
points has increased. Story Points is a relative and subjective effort measure, whereby the team makes an estimate
of how much work a certain backlog item requires compared to a certain reference story with a fixed number of
points. Story points can very well be used as an assessment method within a team. But how do these story
points come about? In fact, the team members determine the story points based on their combined knowledge
and experience. See the explanation in the box for this.
In an Agile Scrum environment, productivity is often
associated with delivered story points, often expressed
in Velocity. Not surprising, because many teams use
this as a unit to estimate. The problem here is that Story
Points are not standardized, and productivity based on
story points means nothing outside of a team itself. Even
within a team, Story Point deflation is always lurking.
Om productiviteit objectief te meten zou men gebruik
willen maken van een ratio schaal, oftewel een metrische
maat. Hierbij is er een nulpunt (niks geproduceerd) en is
iedere eenheid even groot.
To objectively measure productivity, one would like to
use a ratio scale to measure. There is a zero point (nothing produced) and every unit is the same size.
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STORY POINTS EXPLAINED
Teams often use a method called Planning Poker to
assign story points to certain backlog items. For this
purpose playing cards are often used with a value
according to a Fibonacci sequence, the following
value in the series being calculated by adding the
two previous values: 0, 1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 21, etc The
idea is that people find it difficult to estimate absolute things, but can easily estimate relatively (“the left
tower is higher than the right tower, but I cannot estimate how high it is”). This is an example of an ordinal
measurement scale, where there is a certain order,
and where it is not possible to perform arithmetic
operations. See for example the following figure. Is a
bus really just as big as making a car and a scooter?
Or is it just as much work to make a bus as a car and
a scooter?
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Story points uses an ordinal scale, and it is not a
size measure, but an effort measure. The team uses
story points to estimate the amount of work compared to each other and does not estimate how large
something is. Measuring productivity based on
story points is therefore impossible. The Story Point
methodology is very valuable at a team level to plan
the sprints, but at management level, nothing can be
done with this. An objective, repeatable, verifiable
and thus defensible ‘unit of measurement’ is needed
to establish management information, such as: which
teams are performing well, which teams are not
performing so well, and when is which functionality
ready at what cost?

A standard measure of output is needed to determine
the amount of software delivered in an objective, repeatable, verifiable and therefore defensible way so that
there can be no discussion about it. If you want to use
productivity to compare teams, departments, organizations and/or suppliers, in terms of productivity, or to
compare with the market, this is an absolute necessity!
Even when it is only about trends within the team.

In short, Metri measures the output of teams in a standardized and automated way, making it easy to measure
the functionality provided (the proxy for business value).

As stated earlier, functionality well-prioritized by a skilled product owner should come close to Business Value.
The only method to objectively quantify functionality is
through function point analysis. Function point analysis
was developed in the 70s of the last century, to determine the productivity of development teams, which
proved impossible by counting lines of code. By making
function point analysis independent of the technical
implementation (programming language, architecture,
etc.) and the development method (waterfall, agile,
etc.), the method can also be used perfectly in the current time, although this is sometimes doubted by many
agile practitioners, often due to lack of knowledge, or
due to other interests. Function points are the square
meters of the software industry: the de-facto standard
to express the amount of functionality in a standardized
size unit.
Several manual standards are available and one international ISO standard is available for automated function
point analysis: ‘Automated Function Points (AFP)’. Metri
prefers to use automated measuring of functional size
but also employs certified analysts who can measure
manually when automated measuring is not possible for
whatever reason.
The above explains why story points cannot be used for
measuring productivity and function points can.
To measure the size of the output of a team, it is also
important to not only look at the added functionality but
also at the changed and removed functionality. Consider the example in the introduction, for example, where
the removal of functionality also represented business
value. Metri uses automated measuring of ‘Enhancement Function Points (EFP)’ to measure how much
functionality has been added, changed and/or removed
during a sprint, release or project. This gives the ‘Project Size’ in EFP, a standardized method to measure the
output of a sprint or release.
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4. MEASURING
TEAM PERFORMANCE

As explained above, it is important to take an objective unit of measurement as the basis for productivity
measurements.
To determine the Team Performance, it is necessary to
take two measurements of an application: a measurement at the start of a release and a measurement at the
end of the release. Here the project size is determined
in Enhancement Function Points (EFP), or the number
of function points added, the number of function points
changed, and the number of function points removed.
Once the project scope has been determined, the following four standard metrics can be set per team and per
sprint/release:
•
•
•
•

Productivity - hours spent per EFP
Cost Efficiency - costs per EFP
Velocity - EFP per month
Project Quality - Defects per EFP

These team performance metrics are made available
in a dashboard and compared to market averages. An
example is given in the following figure.
Productivity (h/EFP)
18
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8
6
4
2
0

Productivity (h/EFP)

Benchmark

Cost Efficiency (h/EFP)
€ 800
€ 700
€ 600
€ 500
€ 400
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€ 200
€ 100
€-

Benchmark

Cost Efficiency (€/EFP)

Velocity (EFP/month)
250
200
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50
0

Speed (EFP/month)

Benchmark

Project Quality
(Defects/EFP)
5
4
3
2
1
0

Project Quality (Defects/EFP)
Benchmark
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Because these metrics are based on an international
standard, they can be used to compare teams and to
compare them with the outside world. The Metri database contains thousands of data points with these agile
team performance metrics.
By carrying out the measurements periodically, it becomes possible to continue to monitor the realized cost
savings, compared to the baseline measurement. An
example of this is shown in the following figure.
16-1-2020

Cost

Dev - Baseline vs actual cost

Actual Cost Dev

Technical Debt
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Ops - Baseline vs actual cost
Actual Cost Ops
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Cumulative cost savings in ops and development
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Savings Ops

Savings Dev
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It becomes possible to follow trends for each team,
whereby realistic targets can be set based on performance. More and more organizations are also including
these metrics in contracts, enforcing suppliers to prove
their teams delivered real value. An additional advantage for the customer organization is that the suppliers
would want to place their best people within these types of contracts so that they are assured of quality from
the supplier.
Metri provides the Value Driven Contracting service
within its IT Sourcing practice.
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THE IMPORTANCE OF QUALITY

Productivity is very important in this competitive era,
in which companies compete heavily in offering new
functionality to its users. Look, for example, at the race
around offering Apple Pay by the various Dutch banks.
The winner of that race has welcomed many new customers.
In addition to productivity, the product quality dimension must not be forgotten. A team can be very productive, but if the product quality is not good, a high price
will be paid.

Poor Quality

Cost

High Quality

Requirements
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Poor Quality is cheaper until the
end of the coding phase. After
that, high quality is cheaper.

Maintenance & Support
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5

Delivering low quality is cheaper during the first phase
of the application lifecycle, but soon the Total Cost of
Ownership (TCO) changes and low quality becomes
more expensive in maintenance. Teams that develop
applications that need to be used for a while can better
focus on the quality and maintainability of the software
from the start.
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A lot of functionality is delivered early in the application
lifecycle. Good architecture must be established here,
and enough attention must be paid to the quality of the
code. The better the quality of the code, the less will
be spent later on refactoring, defect removal and other
activities that do not directly deliver Business Value.
Well-maintainable code not only leads to higher productivity, but also to fewer incidents and faster resolution times, and thus to lower costs and more satisfied
users. By using an agile way of working, customers
often think they are forced to contract suppliers based
on Time & Material. That’s why the incentive to perform
loses its importance for a supplier. Both the productivity
of these teams and the quality of the supplied code is
often poor. The product ownership from the customer
sometimes is not optimal, whereby the focus is too
much on speed and there is not always enough attention for quality.
Metri has a partnership with the worldwide market
leader in Software Intelligence (CAST) to continuously
measure the quality and the risks in the application
code and architecture. Unlike many developer tools
(such as for example, SonarQube), this analysis is performed at the system level and not at the technology level. An analysis at a system level looks at the connection
between all components and layers in the architecture.
In practice, only 8% of defects cause 90% of application
downtime, and this leads to 48% of the costs for correcting these errors.

Developer tools cannot find these defects with their
developers’ tools and only with analysis at system level
they can be found and easily solved.
Metri monitors the quality of applications by deploying
the Agile team Performance Measurement service. With
every measurement, a detailed overview is given of the
(trends in) the risks and the quality of the application,
which is measured on aspects such as:
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Maintainability - how maintainable is the application? This has a major effect on the Total Cost of
Ownership. Higher Maintainability means higher
productivity and faster resolution times.
Robustness - how stable is the application? What is
the chance of P1 incidents?
Security – What is the risk of Security breaches?
Efficiency – Which statements in the code ensure
lower efficiency and possibly higher cloud costs?
Changeability – How simple or difficult is it to implement changes?
Transferability – How easy is it to board new team
members or transfer the application to another
party?
Technical Debt – What would it cost to eliminate all
risks in the application?

All this through a system level analysis based on international standards and best practices.

The figure below shows a screenshot from the CAST
AIP technology. The number of EFP is measured with
this technology, but an MRI scan of the application is
also made. The quality and risks in the application are
measured against all known international standards and
Best Practices. The architecture and code health factors
are measured on a scale of 1 (bad) to 4 (good).

Another important aspect where insight is obtained is
the ‘critical violations’. These are the ‘never-to-do’. These
are shown in detail in an Engineering dashboard, making it possible to identify the ‘critical violations’ and to
solve them in a targeted manner through a short-term,
medium-term and long-term action plan. The promotions can even be put directly on the backlog of the
teams. An example of this dashboard is shown in the
following figure.
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The targeted solution of these ‘critical violations’ means
that the scores on the health factors can be improved
quickly. Improving Changeability, Maintainability and
Transferability often leads directly to productivity improvement of the team. This is because it becomes easier
to implement changes and to onboard new people and
get productive as fast as possible.

The combination of “Software Cost Estimation” and
the continuous monitoring of productivity, quality and
risks provide a perfect tool to measure productivity and
ensure that expectations regarding the result are always
realistic. It is possible to make adjustments at any time
if necessary and the information is always available to
explain the exact status to all stakeholders.
The standardized metrics help to identify the best
performing teams and the less performing teams.
Especially for these underperforming teams, in addition
to measuring productivity, improving productivity is an
important factor for success. Continuous monitoring of
team performance delivers a minimum of 30% productivity gain in almost every team. Productivity can be
further improved if you apply LEAN principles.
The aforementioned information has been bundled by
Metri in its Agile Team Performance Monitor (ATPM) service. This service sets up a measuring instrument within
the teams. The powerful analysis engine of CAST Software, the global market leader in source code analysis
and the only solution worldwide that can measure AFP
and EFP according to the international ISO and CISQ
standard, is used for this. The service ensures that:

•
•
•

The quality of the applications improves, and the
risks are reduced.
Maintenance costs are reduced due to fewer incidents and faster resolution times.
At a developer level insight is gained into the ‘critical violations’ (the ‘never-to-do’ things) in the application, the location in the code where these were
found, the reason why these are ‘critical violations’
and the possible ways to solve them. This makes
targeted improvement possible and the developers
learn and become better.

The ATPM service includes the following:
• Onboarding of the application(s) in the Metri Center
of Excellence.
• Implementation of a standard data collection process so that the correct data is collected to determine the performance metrics.
• Implementation of a dashboard in Power-BI that makes it possible to continuously monitor the status of
the team performance and the application metrics.
• The customer decides which people will have
access to the Team Performance, Health and the
Engineering dashboards.
• The customer determines the measurement frequency and intensity.
• Metri reports periodically on trends in team performance and application quality compared to the
market.
• At the client’s request, Metri can perform an analysis
of the causes for low or high team performance.

16-1-2020

Software quality

Software quality trend
TQI

2,90

Changeability

3,00

Robustness

3,00

Transferability

3,10

Security

3,00

2,80

Efficiency

•
•
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At a management level insight is gained into the
performance of the teams and the trends, so that
targeted actions become possible.
Productivity and other performance metrics become
comprehensible and improve.

Project quality trend
Productivity Index

1,18

Cost Index

0,85

Project Quality Index

1,10

Speed Index

0,91

1,02

Technical Debt index
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ABOUT METRI
AND IMPROVING
PRODUCTIVITY

Metri advises leading organizations to get maximum
value from its IT function. Among other things, Metri
serves organizations by validating the IT budgets and
comparing them with the market (benchmarking),
resolving sourcing issues with substantiation through
business cases and supporting rationalization processes
of the application landscape.
With the deployment of its ecosystem and extensive
knowledge and experience, Metri also supports organizations in monitoring application development and
maintenance. By automatically measuring software
code, Metri provides insight into the size and quality
of applications in a cost-efficient manner. This makes
it possible to measure the performance of internal or
external suppliers who perform the maintenance and
support of applications.
Metri supports both buyers and suppliers in the market.
Its operating model requires that this is always done
from an independent position in the market; independence and objectivity is the core of our service.

Metri was founded in 2003 and currently has 36 employees. Metri carries out 120 projects on an annual
basis, with an average customer rating of 8.2. The following figure provides an overview of the Metri services.
Metri has an exclusive partnership with CAST Software
to provide the Source Code analytics solutions Highlight and Application Intelligence Platform (AIP) services
within the BeNeLux region.
Metri and improving productivity
Productivity is highly influenced by several aspects and
should be seen as a holistic system of impact factors.
Sometimes the productivity of a Scrum team can be
increased by deploying better or more experienced
developers. But that is only one side of the coin.
The productivity of a scrum team is influenced by,
among other things:
1. Technology, techniques and methods used;
2. The non-functional requirements, such as security,
availability and performance;
3. Individual quality of the team members;
4. Team dynamics (horizontal and vertical);
5. Team morality/happiness;
6. Time pressure;
7. Client’s maturity and concreteness;
8. Professional Product Owners with enough mandate;
9. Clear, measurable and agreed “Minimal Viable Product” translations of business requirements;
10. Effective WIP (work in progress) limits
11. Flow
12. Time-to-Market
Productivity can be improved to the maximum if there
is a holistic approach. Everything is interrelated. Metri
sees that continuous monitoring of the performance
of teams in combination with Lean principles is ideally
suited to achieving productivity improvements. Some
basic principles of Lean are:
1. Eliminating the greatest waste (Waste), reducing
costs and improving processes;
2. Removing the main bottlenecks in the process, creating Flow, producing it with minimal resistance.
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In terms of software development, it leads, among other
things, to higher productivity. To be able to do this
effectively, Lean has another important basic principle:
measuring. Only based on measurements can one
draw conclusions, implement actions and evaluate their
effects. Measurements must be based on standards,
otherwise they will always be subject to debate.
Measuring is essential, but not enough. Threshold
values and market conformity are essential to determine
how good the performance is. To illustrate: knowing
that a car runs at 80 km / h is useless without context.
What is the maximum speed on this road? Was another
route not faster? Do you have to be on this road at this
time? Metri consultants help teams to get into Flow.
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